
Rudimentary reursion, provident sets and foring.A. R. D. MathiasMany important set-theoretial funtions, suh as rank or transitive losure, are de�ned by a reursion onthe epsilon relation of the form F (x) = G(F � x)where G is a rudimentary funtion, and F � x denotes the restrition of F to (the members of) x.Others beome similarly de�nable when we permit parameters. If p is a set, all F p-rud-re if there isa rud funtion G suh that for all x, F (x) = G(p; F � x);and all a set A provident if it is transitive, non-empty, losed under unordered pairing, and losed under allp-rud-re funtions with p a member of A.If � is the least ordinal not in a provident set A, then � is in�nite and indeomposable, that is, that thesum of two ordinals less than � is less than �. Conversely, if � > 1 is indeomposable, � > � and p 2 J� ,then the Jensen set J� is is losed under all p-rud re funtions; in partiular J� is provident.Let  be a transitive set. A modi�ation of the usual hierarhy de�ning the onstrutible losure L()of  proves desirable: de�ne, by a simultaneous rudimentary reursion on ordinals, sets � , P � thus:0 = ? �+1 =  \ fx j x � �g � = S�<��P 0 = ? P �+1 = f�g [ �+1 [ T(P � ) P � = S�<�P �T being the rudimentary funtion introdued in [M℄ suh that for eah transitive set u, u � T(u) � P(u),u 2 T(u), and the rudimentary losure of u [ fug equals Sn2! Tn(u). Then L() = S�2ON P � .Proposition: Let  be transitive and � indeomposable and in�nite. Then P � is provident.Let � be indeomposable, and C a olletion of transitive sets, eah of rank stritly less than �, withthe property that any two elements of C are members of a third. Then S2C P � is provident, and everyprovident set is of this form.Another haraterization is that a provident set is a transitive set A losed under the binary funtionsunordered pairing and ordinal addition and under the unary funtions rank, transitive losure and T, andwith the property that whenever  is a transitive member of A and � is an ordinal in A, the set P � is in A.This remark gives a �nitely axiomatisable set theory, whih we all MSF, for \minimal for set foring", ofwhih the transitive models are preisely the provident sets ontaining !.The following theorem suggests that the lass of rudimentarily reursive funtions might be expetedto provide a �ne analysis of foring muh as the lass of rudimentary funtions has provided a �ne analysisof onstrutibility.Theorem: Let A be provident and P a separative poset whih is a member of A. Then foring over A withP an be de�ned in A, and the foring relation for �0 formulae is in a preise sense lose to P-rud-re; if Ais provident and if X is (A;P) generi, then the generi extension A[X℄ is provident.Versions of the above for ertain J-like fragments were known to Hauser [H℄ and to Steel, f. [S℄; ourmore general result shows that as eah of the omputations required for establishing properties of foringand building generi extensions an be done in a loal J-like fragment, no global J-like struture is needed.Finally, Gandy in [G℄ mentions an unsatisfatory attempt to study fragments of the in�nitary languageL!1! using the lass of rudimentary funtions; it appears that the fragments A\L!1!, where A is provident,will have the properties he was seeking.[G℄ R. O. Gandy, Set-theoreti funtions for elementary syntax, in Proeedings of Symposia in Pure Math-ematis, 13, Part II, ed. T.Jeh, Amerian Mathematial Soiety, 1974, 103{126.[H℄ K. Hauser, Generi Relativizations of Fine Struture, Arhive for Mathematial Logi 39 (2000) 227{251.[M℄ A. R. D. Mathias, Weak systems of Gandy, Jensen and Devlin, in Set Theory: Centre de ReeraMatem�atia, Barelona 2003-4 , edited by Joan Bagaria and Stevo Todorevi, Trends in Mathematis,Birkh�auser Verlag, Basel, 2006, 149{224.[S℄ J. Steel, Sales in K(R), preprint dated September 11 2003.


